What Other Investigators Think
Mark Amaral CFEI
Deputy Fire Chief
Fire Marshal
"Coming from a small fire department our firefighters are tasked with many jobs such as fire inspectors and
fire investigations. Having the 921Docs program has improved the fire Investigation reporting 100%. All
investigators reports are laid out in the same formats marking sure the investigator covers all aspects in NFPA
921. I would highly recommend this program to private and public agencies".
Steve Walton
Fire Captain / Fire Investigator
Executive Officer, Fire Investigation Task Force Leader
"921Docs.com is a must for All Public Agency Fire Investigators! The platform has not only increased the
quality of our reports but it has closed the gaps in our reports and helped us comply with NFPA 921 & 1033.
921Docs.com has increased the quality and professionalism of our fire investigation documentation. It has
also provided a uniform format and platform that has brought our fire investigation work product into the 21st.
century. We couldn't have united our multi agency task force's report writing without your report modules as
the foundation of our reports!
921Docs.com is a game changer for public agency fire investigators! Not only increasing quality, accuracy
and producing professional reports it has increased productivity and decreased time spent on documenting
the fire scene. Once we used 921Docs.com we couldn't go back to our old style of report writing! Thank you
921Docs.com".
Gerry Kelly CLGM, CFEI, CVFI, IAAI-FIT
Deputy Fire Chief
City of Leduc Fire Services
"The City of Leduc Fire Services has been using the 921docs program since 2014 and have found it to be an
invaluable asset to the fire investigation unit. The program provides consistency and continuity while allowing
individual investigators to express their findings in their own words. The program facilitates the investigator to
input all information observed and documented at a scene seamlessly.
In addition; the program reduces interruption of the thought process by allowing the investigator to attend to
other priorities and return to the program where he or she left off without losing situational awareness in the
report. What is also beneficial about the program is its customization where our departments' requirements
can be built in to the program providing a professional look and feel to each report".

